FOREIGN TOUR SPAIN
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Foreign Tour Spain

TENNIS
Give your Team a boost by
coming to Spain before the
season starts!
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Benefits of the Tour
• Create team building. Bond on and off-the court
by getting together in a new and different
environment.
• Evaluate new players in competition. Learn what
you have in the team to get a good jumpstart on
the season.
• Try different lineups. By playing friendly
matches, analyse and foresee where the players
will fit in the lineup.
• Get to know another country and its culture.
Create lifetime memories.

• International Team exposure. Opportunity to promote the
university in other countries.
• Recruiting advantages. Meet potential student-athletes.
• Gain an invaluable head start to the season with the extra
court time, competition, off-the-court bonding and motivational
experience. A closer team is a stronger team.
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Why Spain?
Spain is a Tennis Powerhouse.
Spain has dominated the different European
competitions more than any other European
country in the last decade.
You will have the opportunity to train on red
clay courts, the most popular surface in Europe,
at top tennis academies like the Rafa Nadal
Academy or the BTT Academy, as well as
unique emblematic world renowned clubs as
Real Club de Tennis Barcelona 1899.

Discover some of the best art, most stunning
architecture and cultural influences in Spain.
Wherever you go you cannot help becoming
immersed in the country's culture.
Enjoy the amazing variety of the Spanish cuisine.
You will discover why the gastronomy of Spain is
one of the best cuisines of the world.
Spain leads the way when it comes to beautiful
beaches. Enjoy the nicest beaches around
Mallorca and Barcelona.
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Spends 3 Days in Mallorca
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4 Days in Barcelona
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3 Days in Sevilla
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Sample Itinerary
for the Tour in Spain
D AY 1

D AY 2

D AY 3

USA - Mallorca

Mallorca

Mallorca

Arrival into Mallorca.
I-Con Sports Directors will be
waiting for your arrival.
Visit Rafa Nadal Museum after
hotel check-in and lunch.
Team Dinner at the Rafa Nadal
Academy.

Team practice in the morning.
Beach time at some of the nicest
beaches in Mallorca.
Team dinner at a fine restaurant
with views over the Mediterranean
Sea.

Friendly match day vs. a
combination of Spanish and
international players in the
morning.
Explore Palma de Mallorca
including the cathedral Santa
Maria.
Team dinner at one of the finest
restaurants in the island.
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Sample Itinerary
for the Tour in Spain
D AY 4

D AY 5

D AY 6

D AY 7

Mallorca - Barcelona

Barcelona

Barcelona

Barcelona - Sevilla

Check-out and flight to Barcelona
in the morning.
Arrival into Barcelona and walking
tour to visit the unique sites of
Barcelona including Paseo de
Gracia, La Ramblas…
Tapas dinner in the evening.

Team training in the morning.
Explore the city with the tourist bus
including the Picasso Museum,
Sagrada Familia and Park Güell.
Team dinner at a fancy restaurant
at the port.

Friendly match day vs. a
combination of Spanish and
international players in the
morning.

Check-out and flight to Sevilla in
the morning.

Visit the Cathedral, La Pedrera and
Casa Batllo in the afternoon.

Arrival into Sevilla and walking tour
to visit the unique sites including
the Cathedral and Giralda, and the
Royal Alcazar of Sevilla.

Team dinner at a restaurant with
views over Barcelona.

Team dinner and flamenco show in
the evening.
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Sample Itinerary
for the Tour in Spain
D AY 8

D AY 9

D AY 1 0

Sevilla

Sevilla

Sevilla - USA

Training early morning.

Training early morning.

Check-out early morning.

After lunch, a nice walking tour to
visit the Plaza de España and the
Maria Luisa Plaza.

After lunch, a city tour bus to visit
historical parts of Seville.

Flight back to the US.

Visit the Santa Cruz quarter in the
afternoon.
Tapas dinner on the Guadalquivir
river.

Free time to walk and shop around
the ‘Casco Antiguo’.
Nice dinner to finish off the trip.
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What is included in the Tour

24 hours escort by I-Con Sports staff
throughout the tour.

Access to all the different sightseeing places, amusement
parks, museums, cathedrals (FC Barcelona, Port Aventura…)

Experienced bilingual staff for the tour.

At least 2 match days against a combination of Spanish and
international players.

Top hotels in prime locations.
All meals in great restaurants to get delighted
by the Spanish cuisine.

Training sessions at the different top tennis clubs in Barcelona
and Mallorca.
All training equipment provided.

Private transportation to all the different sites.
Highlight video to remember the unforgettable tour.
City tour of Barcelona.

* Possibility of including additional activities, changing or adding locations, tour length, schedule, etc.
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“For the Academy, it’s an honor to have a US
College Team visiting us, so our players can get a
feel of how great college tennis is. We will do our
best to make you feel like home.”
Rafa Nadal

“The last two weeks have been terrific and a true
taste of Spain. Your care and organization with all
the details made our team feel very special. We
were able to make amazing memories that will last
a lifetime.”
Coach Green, Harvard University (2018)

“We had the best time of our lives in Spain. I
definitely recommend this tour to everybody.”
Coach Santos, University of Pittsburgh (2017)

Foreign Tour Spain

Marc Becker
m.becker@i-consports.com

Tel: +34 930 153 669

www.i-consports.com
www.facebook.com/iconsportsbarcelona

